THE

PULP CONUNDRUM
While we love to hate the whole “pulp problem,” it is a critical part of
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et me chime in on the pulp conundrum.
I recently had some correspondence
with colleagues in Massachusetts who
are in the unfortunate situation of
being hundreds of miles from a pulp
mill. They have all the problems of woodlot owners
everywhere with the added difficulty of a lack of lowgrade markets. In every region, the availability of markets for pulpwood, firewood, chips, and other poor
quality trees is what drives the economics of improving
forest stands for future growth and properly regenerating them.
This will not be news to most of you. Pulp mills are
usually giant corporations that are in business to make a
profit. They have to compete with other mills around
the world, including third-world locations with low
costs and low environmental compliance. They are usually surrounded by millions of acres of forest and price
their pulp based on supply and demand—as they
should. The wood is normally produced from industrial
management with low-cost logging, good truck access
and low or moderate stumpage value. As a small woodlot owner, you can never achieve the economies of scale
that are found on industrial land. Your logging costs are
higher, and even with other variables being the same,
your stumpage will be lower.
Mills set a price based on the expected market. If
the wood flows in too quickly, they simply drop the
price. At low prices, some wood will normally flow into
their yard as a by-product of forest improvement work
and other scheduled harvesting. If it comes too slowly,
they will raise it. They look ahead to seasonal variations, and plan on a glut of winter wood to get them
through spring “mud season.” Some mills pay a small
premium to preferred suppliers, or for wood certified
through various sustainability programs. But the price is
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kept low by large-scale industrial suppliers competing
for market share. In a few areas of the country, you benefit from several mills competing for your pulpwood.
Trucking costs and, therefore, trucking distance are
major factors in effectively getting this product to market. Since pulp is a low-quality bulk product with a low
delivered value, and trucking costs are highly dependent on distance and road quality, the trucker has to get
a certain rate. This leaves little for the logger and less
for the landowner. Even if you are close to a pulp mill,
stumpage values are low. There are pulp mills scattered
across the wood-producing portions of the country,
mostly in the Southeast, a few in the Northeast, upper
Lake States, and Northwest. Many regions have no
pulp or paper capacity. While the mills often pay a little
more for wood from further distances, that extra
amount does not cover a significant part of trucking.
Other opportunities for low-grade “roundwood” include
firewood logs, pellet mills, “oriented strand board,”
shavings mills, and “stem quality” chips for smallerscale biomass. Most of these markets make use of lowquality and smaller-diameter stems which are not good
enough for lumber logs. But they don’t eat up the massive volumes as a medium-sized paper mill does.
The benefit of having access to major pulp markets
is to be able to reliably sell large volumes of wood and
get a check every week. This is the cash flow that justifies the investment in modern harvesting equipment
(millions of $$$). Sporadic markets like occasional loads
of stem-chips might help, but those don't make the
payments. Homeowner firewood logs, from an operator
perspective, are a pain in the butt. Homeowners expect
you to deliver their wood at a particular time (“How
about 9:30 Saturday morning?”), backing the truck into
impossible places (power lines, septic systems, manicured lawns, etc.) and then complain about the hollow
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A cable skidder has trouble accumulating a full-size
hitch with small, low grade trees.

log, three sticks of white birch, and the total scale. And
payment might be erratic. Commercial firewood
processors are a bit better, but are fussy about stem
quality for their process efficiency. Pellet mills are a
step up, but can also have a tighter specification (than
pulp) for the logs, and often require certain species.
Pellet mills in our area buy only pine, spruce, and fir.
And you probably can’t sell them three loads every day.
There are pulpwood brokers that purchase pulp logs
and either sort, stockpile, and deliver them to the mills,
or debark and chip them for the same locations, which
adds some value and has the bark mulch as a by-prod-
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uct. But you still have the trucking and handling cost.
To put some numbers on it, in the Northeast, a tractor-trailer carries about 30 tons of pulp. In a good market,
with the distance bonus, a pulp mill might pay about $45
per ton for pulp (hardwood or hemlock, pine is substantially less). For a truck to spend six hours driving from
central Massachusetts to Glens Falls, New York, he has
to get $23 per ton, or more. Delivery to mills in Maine is
out of the question. So that leaves you $22 per ton to fell,
skid, delimb, buck, sort, and load the wood, and to pay a
stumpage rate. You can see that the pulp price going up
or down a few dollars makes a big difference, and the
cost of diesel is another factor. The price only goes up
when conditions are so difficult that they are not getting
their desired amount. And you have to have full loads of
each product, and then what do you do with the partial
loads at the end of the job? You have to have a landing
with room for eight sorts, and a tractor trailer, and a
loader to load it. A guy with a chain saw usually can’t do
this. A mechanized system is required for cost per ton,
economy of scale, and the ancillary equipment. If you are
close enough to the mill to have a $15 per ton trucking
rate, that gives you 40% more for operating costs and
stumpage. Normal pricing for pulp in Vermont or New
Hampshire often leaves about $2 to $6 per ton for
stumpage, partially dependent on your distance to the

mill. In the Southeast, pulp stumpage can be worth over
$10 per ton with more mill competition.
Large-scale biomass is better (from a forest improvement perspective) for several reasons: Since hardwoods
and softwoods including pine all go together, it reduces
sorts and nearly eliminates the “partial load problem.”
It greatly reduces delimbing costs, which are substantial
for softwood pulp and any small-diameter stems. The
tops and small- diameter stems, short pieces, even
excessive rot, become an asset instead of a liability, and
the only limit to merchantability is “What can I get into
the chipper?” Small-scale biomass that requires a stemquality chip (no twigs, branches, or leaves) completely
loses all the benefits of large-scale biomass, as well as
the benefit of being able to sell three loads per day
which is the break-even production for most whole-tree
systems.
And the next category for consideration is the “marginal tree size” for each harvesting system. The marginal tree is the tree for which all the costs of harvesting
are equal to the roadside value. This will vary with terrain, skidding distance, marking layout, and a host of
complications. Since low-grade wood is paid for by the
ton, a load of pulp or chips is worth the same if it comes
from 20-inch trees or 5-inch trees. Fifteen trees might
make a load with the larger trees, but it takes 800 of the

A particularly nasty pile of hardwood pulp or firewood.

smaller trees. Each system has a per-tree cost. If you
have to wrap a choker around each tree (hand-felling
and cable skidding) this alone is about $2 per tree, and
then you add felling and delimbing at about $4 per
tree—minimum. Before you even skid it or handle it at
the landing, your cost is about $300 per cord with 5inch trees. So a cable system has a marginal tree of
about 11-inch diameter unless the crew is especially
efficient or other conditions are easy. Sure, you mark a
few 8-inch trees for the guys and they don’t like it. But
they have to be averaged-in with larger timber.
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Smaller-scale do-it-yourself systems
are harder to quantify, especially if the
landowner counts his labor as a labor
of love. Machine time for a small tractor, forwarder trailer, or ATV logging
system is slight, but production is also
low. When you factor in a labor cost, it
becomes expensive wood. Producing
your own firewood has an advantage
though. The value of the wood is
essentially the same as if you bought
it trucked to your site. Since trucking
can be nearly half the value of lowgrade wood, it is worth almost twice as
much to you as a homeowner. The
problem comes when you try to proSmall diameter hardwood pulp, or firewood is piled up next to the
duce loads of commercial pulpwood
loader on the whole-tree harvesting job.
which you have to sell at market
prices. Then you are competing with the big boys.
we need to plant (start new trees), cultivate, thin, and
For cut-to-length (CTL) systems, the marginal tree
tend our crop. The young stands are naturally crowded,
goes down to about 9 inches (and this depends on a simand thinning, by definition, will be removing small,
ilar list of factors). A processor cuts and delimbs a tree
unhealthy, and lower-value stems. “Weeding” will
(almost regardless of diameter) in less than a minute. At
remove less-desired species. A stand may be thinned
$200 per hour, that is about $2 cost per small tree. That
several times before it becomes mature. Even a wellworks out to about $25 per cord for processing, and the
tended stand at maturity will have a proportion of lowforwarding cost brings that up to the pulpwood value on
value stems, along with tops that are not suited to lumthe landing. The forwarder has a benefit of being able to
ber. Many stands as they move toward uneven-aged
accumulate full loads, even with small trees. Getting a
conditions will have younger groups that need thinfull hitch behind a skidder is complicated with small
ning. And let’s face it, the “average” stands have a high
trees and requires choking two or more trees on each
proportion of poor-quality wood from past high-gradchain. There are other benefits to CTL, like being able
ing, neglect, or even well-meaning thinning operations,
to operate on smaller landings, sorting and loading logs
with an understory that is cluttered with poor-quality
efficiently, producing clean firewood, and handling brush
trees that are shaded, slow growing, and often defecand logs for stream crossings or trail armoring.
tive. There may be mature trees with valuable prodWhole tree systems have a tiny pertree cost since after the first ZZZzing
with the cutter, they are handled in
bunches and usually not delimbed.
This brings your marginal tree to about
7 inches. The result is that a wholetree system can efficiently handle
much more of the junk (in terms of
marketability, volume, and cost per
ton) AND it can more effectively take
the suppressed, unhealthy smaller trees
without having to be “subsidized” by
larger trees in the sale. Many of us
have intuitively understood this, but I
have put some numbers on it to coalesce the thoughts.
So if pulp is such a loser, why spend
so much time discussing it? We all
agree that the profit is made on the
sawlogs, right? We are in the business
of growing trees, not just harvesting
Sometimes it makes sense to just leave the pulp in the woods.
them. The forest is like a garden, and
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ucts to be harvested, but to maintain value growth for
the future, it is critical to get as many of the “weeds”
out of the garden as possible. And regenerating these
stands requires removal of these poor trees. This value
growth is critical for landowners to get some return on
their investment as incentive to keep their lands in forest use.
In some cases it will be most prudent to simply fell
the cull trees and leave them to rot. This is useful in
young stands with small-diameter trees that are just
not worth handling. In areas with poor pulp markets, it
should be considered. For example, if you can sell firewood, but not pine pulp, this might be the best way to
thin a young pine stand. While this seems like a waste,
it is about the same as pulling weeds in the garden and
leaving them for compost. There is a cost to felling,
but it is much less than delimbing, skidding, and other
handling costs. In some cases, you might salvage the
handiest portions for firewood. But the main benefit is
improving the growth on crop trees, NOT firewood
production. Don’t waste time on delimbing or cleanup
unless it is an important area for aesthetics. Let me
add that I am not a big fan of girdling cull tress.
Girdling is the practice of cutting through the inner
bark all the way around a tree to simply kill it. This is

easier than felling, and the theory is that the cull tree
falls in pieces over time and does less damage to the
remaining crop trees. But I have seen two problems:
These trees are most dangerous about 15 years later,
just as it is time for the next thinning. Also, about half
the trees that I have ever seen girdled were still alive
10 or 20 years later. So if it is a cull tree, just cut it
down and be done with it.
While we love to hate the whole “pulp problem,” it
is a critical part of forest management. In hardwood
areas, much of our low-grade can be converted to firewood. Pellet mills and OSB can make use of low-grade
logs, as can certain other markets. But a full-fledged
pulp market or industrial biomass plant is beneficial to
forest improvement by getting the low grade out of the
woods and at least covering the logging and trucking
costs. Alternative roundwood markets are a help, but
not quite enough, especially since the larger scale
demand is what drives the price for these products. n
Robbo Holleran is a private consulting forester helping
landowners meet their goals in Vermont and adjacent areas.
His work has him outdoors about 150 days each year, plus
play time. He is one of the authors of the new Silvicultural
Guide to Northern Hardwoods.
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